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内容简介

"Mark Bryan Beautifully illustrates how the high road to emotional Maturity goes through one's
family,with a carefully blended mixture of theory and compelling real-life examples"
  -Michael E.Kerr.M.D.director,Georgetown Family Center.Washington,D.C.
"While it may be simpler to divide our world into villains and victins,the road to genuine power is
found in compassion and chanee.CODES OF LOVE provides a guide for healing the most potent
relationships in our lives."
  -Linda C.Powell,professor,Teachers College,Columbia University
作者简介："Mark Bryan Beautifully illustrates how the high road to emotional Maturity goes
through one's family,with a carefully blended mixture of theory and compelling real-life examples"
  -Michael E.Kerr.M.D.director,Georgetown Family Center.Washington,D.C. "While it may be
simpler to divide our world into villains and victins,the road to genuine power is found in
compassion and chanee.CODES OF LOVE provides a guide for healing the most potent
relationships in our lives."  -Linda C.Powell,professor,Teachers College,Columbia University
作者简介：  MARK BRYAN is a Harvard-trained educator,a former menber of the Dialogue
Project at MIT,and a co-founder,with Julia cameron,of the Artist's Way Workshops.He is currently
director of the Father Project in Los Angeles,a private foundation that works to bridge the gaps
among fathers,mothers,and chileren in separated families,mothers,and children in separated
families.A member of Algore's National Practitioners Network for Fathers and Fathers and Families
and a former member of the Massachusetts governor's task force on father absence,Mark Bryan has
helped forge new family legislation in several states.
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